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Pub Otxoa 

"Pub Owned By Popular Character"

At night in Bilbao there is an excellent pub, the Pub Otxoa, which belongs

to Jose Antonio Nielfa, dubbed 'The Otxoa', a character who puts on

shows with lots of feathers, sequins and comedy, with old favourite songs

such as 'Liberate', which became well-known during the Semana Grande

fiesta in 1978. As the proprietor is so popular, the pub is frequented by a

lot of famous people from Bilbao, and celebrities such as Karlos

Arguiñano, Joaquin Sabina and Pedro Almodovar. This is evident from the

photos of the proprietor, with these and other visitors, on the wall of the

pub. The Otxoa is a good place to listen to modern music, dance or drink

at the bar on sofas, and see Jose Antonio serving drinks or chatting with

friends.

 +34 944 24 1848  Calle Lersundi 8, Bilbao

 by Lindsey Gira   

Attico14 

"Fun Under One Roof"

One of the best restaurants in Bilbao is the Attico14. They serve

everything from breakfast to dinner. Authentic delicious food, tantalizing

cocktails, and premium drinks are all available at the Attico 14. They

believe in giving the best to their customers. Major events are organized

here from birthday parties to bachelor parties to weddings, all under one

roof. The nights at Attico14 are one big party, turning the place into a

terrific place to e at. Expect a surprise every time at Attico 14.

 +34 94 607 2137  www.attico14.com/  attico14@live.com  Alameda Mazarredo 14,

Bilbao

 by Marler   

Abadia Del Gin & Tonic 

"Gin-Infused Cocktails"

Abadia is one of the best bars and pubs in Bilbao. Known for its varieties

of drinks created by master bartenders, this place is a must visit for lovers

of alcohol, especially cocktails. Abadia has a huge variety of Gins available

and the Gintonics are made very quickly. If you’re lucky, you will get to

witness a bartender's flair show by the super talented bartenders. The

prices are reasonable for the place and the ambiance Abadia gives. A

must visit for all Gin lovers.

 +34 94 401 0180

(Reservations)

 abadiadelgintonic.es/  hola@abadiadelgintonic.co

m

 Calle Maria Diaz de Haro 16,
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